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ManyneuronsinvisualareaV1respondbettertoapop-outstimulus,suchasasingleverticalbaramongmanyhorizontalbars,thanto
ahomogeneousstimulus,suchasastimuluswithallverticalbars.Manystudieshavesuggestedsuchcellsrepresentneuralcorrelatesof
pop-out, or more generally figure–ground segregation. However, preference for pop-out stimuli over homogeneous stimuli could also
arisefromanonspecificselectivityforfeaturediscontinuitiesbetweenthetargetandthebackground,withoutanyspecificityforpop-out
perse.Todistinguishbetweenthesetwoconfoundingscenarios,wecomparedtheresponsesofV1neuronstopop-outstimuliwiththe
responsesto“conjunction-target”stimuli,whichhavemorecomplexfeaturediscontinuitiesbetweenthetargetandthesurround,asin
astimuluswithablueverticalbaramongbluehorizontalbarsandyellowverticalbars.Thetargetinconjunction-targetstimulidoesnot
popout,whichwepsychophysicallyverified.V1cellsingeneralrespondedsimilarlytopop-outandconjunction-targetstimuli,andonly
a small minority of cells (2% by one measure) distinguished the pop-out and conjunction-target stimuli from each other and from
homogeneous stimuli. Nevertheless, the responses of approximately 50% of the cells were significantly modulated across all center-
surroundstimuli,indicatingthatV1cellscanconveyinformationaboutthefeaturediscontinuitiesbetweenthecenterandthesurround
as part of a network of neurons, although individual cells by themselves fail to explicitly represent pop-out. In light of our results,
unambiguouspop-outselectivityatthelevelofindividualcellsremainstobedemonstratedinV1orelsewhereinthevisualcortex.
Keywords:binding;center-surroundsummation;contextualmodulation;featureintegration;figure–groundsegregation;serialsearch;
striatecortex;surroundmodulation;visualsearch
Introduction
A blue vertical bar is easy to recognize among a background of
yellow horizontal bars. It “pops out”. In general, pop-out occurs
when a target substantially differs from the background, or dis-
tractors, in terms of one or more visual features. But when the
target is defined by a unique conjunction of features, such as a
blueverticalbartargetamongyellowverticalandbluehorizontal
distractors, the time it takes to find the target, or reaction time,
generallydependsonthenumberofdistractors(Treisman,1980,
1988; Wolfe, 1994). By contrast, reaction time for pop-out is
generally short, on the order of a few hundred milliseconds, and
isindependentofthenumberofdistractorsinthestimulus(Tre-
isman, 1980, 1988). Psychophysical studies of pop-out and the
“conjunction-target” stimuli have yielded important insights
into the perceptual mechanisms of figure–ground segregation
and feature integration (or binding), and are central to many
influentialmodelsofvisualobjectrecognition(Julesz,1984;Tre-
isman, 1988; Wolfe, 1994; Palmer et al., 2000; Hochstein and
Ahissar,2002)(alsoseeSeptember1999specialissueofNeuron).
Neural mechanisms of the pop-out phenomenon have been
studied in many visual areas, and especially intensively in visual
area V1 (for review, see Albright and Stoner, 2002). Because V1
classical receptive fields (CRFs) tend to be small with relatively
large nonclassical surrounds, the selectivity for pop-out has gen-
erallybeenstudiedintermsofcenter-surroundmodulation,with
the target centered on the CRF (or the “center”) and the distrac-
tors in the surround. Previous studies have shown that many V1
cells distinguish pop-out stimuli from the corresponding homo-
geneous stimuli (i.e., stimuli with the same texture elements in
the center and the surround), when the pop-out is based on
center-surrounddifferencesinorientation(KnierimandVanEs-
sen, 1992; Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Li et al., 2000; Noth-
durft et al., 2000), motion (Lamme, 1995), color, stereoscopic
disparity (Zipser et al., 1996), or luminance (Zipser et al., 1996;
Levitt and Lund, 1997; Polat et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2002). Some
studies have argued that such patterns of surround modulation
representneuralcorrelatesofthepop-outphenomenon(Kastner
et al., 1997; Nothdurft et al., 1999) or, more generally, figure–
ground segregation (Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996).
However, selectivity for pop-out stimuli relative to homoge-
neous stimuli could also arise from a nonspecific selectivity for
feature discontinuities between the target and the background,
ratherthanaselectivityforpop-outperse.Becausepop-outstim-
uli necessarily contain the center-surround feature discontinuity
and homogeneous stimuli do not, it is impossible to distinguish
selectivity for the feature discontinuity from genuine selectivity
pop-outstimuliusingthesetwotypesofstimulialone.Additional
stimuli that dissociate the existence of feature discontinuities
from pop-out are needed.
Conjunction-target stimuli are useful for this purpose, because
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surround, but do not pop out. Because pop-out and conjunction-
target stimuli differ in the precise nature of the discontinuities and
theperceptualeffectstheyelicit,neuronsthataregenuinelyselective
for pop-out stimuli or the pop-out percept should distinguish be-
tween the two types of stimuli. On the other hand, cells that are
merelyselectivefortheexistenceofcenter-surrounddiscontinuities
regardless of the nature of the discontinuities should respond simi-
larly to pop-out and conjunction-target stimuli, but distinguish
them both from the homogeneous stimuli.
We compared the responses of V1 cells to the three types of
stimuli. We found that most V1 cells failed to explicitly distin-
guish among the three stimulus types by any of the response
measures used. Our results suggest that area V1 is unlikely to
contain explicit representations of visual pop-out, or even the
precise nature of center-surround feature discontinuities. None-
theless, V1 cells do signal the existence of feature discontinuities
between the center and the surround and may play an important
role in the analysis of center-surround feature differences as a
part of a distributed network.
MaterialsandMethods
Neurophysiology
Animal subjects and surgical procedures. The neurophysiological experi-
ments were performed in alert, fixating macaques. Two adult macaques
(Macacamulatta,onemaleandonefemale)wereusedassubjects.Before
fixation training, each animal was implanted with a headpost and a
scleral search coil using sterile surgical procedures. After recovery, the
animals were trained in the fixation task, after which another surgical
procedurewasperformedinwhichacraniotomy2.5cmindiameterwas
made over opercular V1, and a recording chamber was implanted over
thecraniotomy.Allanimal-relatedprotocolswereapprovedbyTheUni-
versity of Texas Health Sciences Center Animal Welfare Committee in
accordance with National Institutes of Health guidelines.
Stimuli. The stimulus set consisted of 36 bar array stimuli (Fig. 1,
bottom), constructed using a repertoire of four bar types (Fig. 1, top): A,
the bar with the most effective, or preferred, orientation and color of the
cell (preferred bar); B, the bar with the preferred color but the least
preferred (null) orientation of the cell; C, the bar with the preferred
orientationbutthenullcolorofthecell;andD,thebarwiththenullcolor
and orientation of the cell (i.e., null bar). Thirty-two of the stimuli were
center-surround stimuli, with a single bar in the center (i.e., the CRF),
and many additional bars (i.e., “distractors”) in the nonclassical sur-
round. The center-surround stimuli included many pop-out stimuli in
which the center bar, or the “target”, was distinguishable from the dis-
tractors in terms of orientation alone (orientation pop-out; e.g., stimuli
A3, A5, B3, B5, etc.), color alone (color pop-out; e.g., A4, A6, B4, B6,
etc.),orboth(color-orientationpop-out,e.g.,A7,B7,etc.).Notethatthe
surrounds of the pop-out stimuli were uniform in some cases (e.g., A5-
A7), and nonuniform in others (i.e., A3, A4). In some stimuli, which we
will refer to as conjunction-target stimuli, the target was defined by a
unique conjunction of color and orientation (e.g., A1-D1; A2-D2). Four
stimuli(A8-D8)werehomogeneous,withthesamebartypeinthecenter
and the surround, and four were “center-alone” with only a bar in the
center and none in the surround.
Collectively, our stimuli allowed us to directly compare the psycho-
physical and neurophysiological results from our current experiments,
plus those from many previous studies. Also, the stimulus set included
many novel stimuli the neuronal responses to which have never been
studied to our knowledge (e.g., conjunction-target stimuli, pop-outs of
bothcolorandorientation,andpop-outstimuliwithmixedsurrounds).
Our stimuli also allowed us to explore whether selectivity of V1 cells for
pop-out versus conjunction-search stimuli varied as a function of the
effectiveness of the center bar (i.e., preferred versus null color and/or
orientation), because many previous studies have shown that surround
stimuli are widely suppressive when the center stimulus is effective, and
often facilitative when the center stimulus is weak (Sillito et al., 1995;
Polat et al., 1998; Somers et al., 1998).
Visual stimulation. The display screen subtended a 19  15
o of the
visual field (screen resolution, 1280  1024 pixels; refresh rate, 75 Hz).
Each stimulus was presented with the designated center bar centered on
the CRF, with the surround bars (when present) in the nonclassical sur-
round, filling the remainder of the display. The center-surround stimuli
consisted of 59–110 bars, depending on the cell (see below), but for any
given cell, all center-surround stimuli contained the same total number
of bars. The surround bars, when present, were distributed in the sur-
round in randomly jittered rows and columns so that no higher order
structure among bars (e.g., rows or columns) was apparent by visual
inspection. Surround stimuli with more than one bar type in the sur-
round had equal (or nearly equal) number of each bar type in the sur-
round, and the different bar types were distributed uniformly in the
Figure1. Thestimulussetwasconstructedusingfourdifferentbartypesrepresentingthe
fourpossiblecombinationsofthemostpreferredortheleastpreferred(null)colorandorienta-
tion(insetattop)ofthecell.Ofthe36stimuliinthestimulusset(iconsatbottom),four(“Center
Alone”stimuli)consistedofasinglebarpresentedwithintheCRF(dashedcircle).Theothers
werecenter-surroundstimuliwiththecenterbarsurroundedbymanyadditionalbars,ordis-
tractors,inthenonclassicalsurround.Ninestimuliwereconstructedforeachofthefourtypesof
centerbar(rowsA–D),includingoneCenterAlonestimulusandeightcenter-surroundstimuli.
Thecenter-surroundstimuliconsistedofthreesubclasses:thehomogeneousstimuli,whichdid
notcontainanyfeaturediscontinuitiesbetweenthecenterandthesurround,pop-outstimuli,
in which the center bar was distinguishable from the surround bars in terms of color and/or
orientation,andtheconjunction-targetstimuli(asterisks),inwhichthetargetwasdefinedbya
uniqueconjunctionofcolorandorientation.Notethatboththepop-outandtheconjunction-
targetstimulicontainedfeaturediscontinuitiesbetweenthecenterandsurround.Thecenter
bar in the neurophysiological experiments was the search target in psychophysical experi-
ments.Theactualstimuliusedineithersetofexperimentsdifferedfromtheiconsshowninthis
figureinmanyrespects.SeeMaterialsandMethodsforadditionaldetails.
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randomly shuffled from one repetition to the next. This, together with
the random spatial jittering of the bar locations and fixation jitter, min-
imized the likelihood that a given subregion of the surround was consis-
tently stimulated by the same bar across repetitions. All stimuli, includ-
ing those used during the initial receptive field mapping, were presented
against a uniform gray background. All bars and the background had a
luminance of 30 cd/m
2, as measured by Tektronix J17 photometer
(“equiluminant condition”), except where noted otherwise.
Recording procedures. The experiments were controlled and the data
collected using the CORTEX software package (courtesy of Dr. Robert
Desimone, National Institute of Mental Health). After a cell was isolated
for study, the CRF of the cell was mapped, and its receptive field prefer-
ences were determined using a mouse-driven bar on the display of the
computer. The preferred and null orientations were determined inde-
pendentlyofeachotherataresolutionof5
oeach.Thepreferredandnull
colors were selected from a repertoire of six equiluminant colors. The
cells in our sample in general had crisply delineated CRF boundaries, so
that the center-surround distinction was clear and robust. The CRF di-
ameters(range,1–1.8
o;mean,1.2
o;median,1.3
o)variedwiththeeccen-
tricities(range,1–6.2
o;mean,1.8
o;median,2.2
o)asexpectedfrompre-
vious studies (Van Essen and Zeki, 1978; Snodderly and Gur, 1995). To
ensure that no surround bar stimulated the CRF during fixation, stimuli
wereconstructedsothattheclosestpointsofanytwobarswere1.2CRF
diametersor1.2
oapart,whicheverwasgreater.Theeyepositionofthe
animalwasmonitoredthroughoutthetrialusingascleralsearchcoil,and
the trial was aborted if the eye deviated by 0.5
o from the fixation point
at any time during the trial. Single-unit recording was performed using
standard procedures. Recording coordinates were randomly chosen
fromwithinthecraniotomy.Stimuliwerepresentedonepertrialfor1sec
eachwhiletheanimalfixatedforajuicerewardattheendofthetrial.We
recordedfromatotalof106cellsfromthreehemispheresoftwomonkeys
during this experiment.
Wealsoperformeda“contrasteffectexperiment”,whichwasidentical
to the main neurophysiological experiment described above except that
only stimuli A1-A9 and B1-B9 were used in this experiment. Each of
these 18 stimuli was presented at two different stimulus-background
contrasts (Weber contrast, I/I) of 33 or 0%. The contrasts were
achieved by setting the luminance of the background to either 30 or 20.1
cd/m
2 (“equiluminant” and “higher contrast” conditions, respectively)
while maintaining the luminance of all bars at 30 cd/m
2 (the same as in
the main experiment). We recorded from a total of 21 cells from one
monkey during this experiment.
Analyses of neurophysiological data. Data analyses were performed us-
ing custom written S-Plus (Seattle, WA) or Matlab (Natick, MA) pro-
grams. For each cell, the response to a given stimulus was averaged from
the net firing rate of the cell across 10 correct repetitions. The net firing
ratewasdeterminedbysubtractingthebackgroundfiringrate,calculated
using a 200 msec time window immediately preceding the stimulus on-
set, from the evoked response of the cell. We systematically tested many
different time windows for calculating the evoked response (window
widthsof50–1000msec,startingat0–950msecafterthestimulusonset).
The results were qualitatively similar across a wide range of window
parameters (data not shown), although the differences among the vari-
ous stimulus types were progressively less prominent with larger time
windows, because of the fact that the effects of surround modulation
were most prominent during the first 150 msec after the stimulus onset,
andtheoverallresponseusuallydecayedrapidlyaftertheinitialresponse
transient. For the data presented in this report, evoked responses were
calculated using a 200 msec window starting 30 msec after the stimulus
onset. We tested each of the 127 cells recorded during both experiments
to determine whether the stimulus-evoked responses significantly dif-
feredfromthebackgroundfiringrate(two-tailedttest;p0.05).Eighty-
five cells from the main experiment and 21 cells from the contrast effect
experiment met this criterion and were used in this study.
Given the fact that stimuli were not directly comparable across differ-
ent center bars (because both the center and surround bar types varied
across rows, see Fig. 1), we generally analyzed the responses to stimuli
with each of the four center bars separately, except where it was appro-
priate to do otherwise, as noted.
Tests of significance. All tests of significance were performed using
randomization. A test of significance using randomization consists of
determining whether the value of a user-defined test statistic calculated
fromtheactualdatadifferssignificantlyfromthedistributionofthesame
test statistic calculated from randomized data (for review, see Manly,
1991). Briefly, an appropriate test statistic was first calculated using the
actualdata.Thedatawerethenrandomizedinamannerappropriatefor
thegiventest,andtheteststatisticwasrecalculatedusingtherandomized
data. The randomization process was repeated 10
6 times (10
3 times in
case of dendrogram analyses), and the proportion of times the random-
ized test statistic exceeded the actual test statistic constituted the one-
tailedprobabilitypthatthevalueofactualteststatisticwasindistinguish-
able from chance.
To perform a conventional test of significance using randomization,
the corresponding test statistic [e.g., t statistic for t test, F ratio for
ANOVA, and the q statistic for Tukey’s honestly significant difference
(HSD) test, etc.] calculated from the original data were compared with
those calculated from the randomized data, and the p value was deter-
mined as described above. This procedure effectively corrects for devia-
tions of data set from normality (Manly, 1991). To determine the statis-
tical significance of a user-defined index (see next paragraph), the
randomization procedure was repeated using the given index as the test
statistic. To correct for multiple comparison artifacts, we used Tukey’s
HSD test (S-Plus function multicomp).
Neurophysiological indices. The pop-out stimulus selectivity index
(PSI) for a given center bar was calculated as (Rhomogeneous  Rpop-out)/
Rhomogeneous, where Rhomogeneous was the response of the cell to the ho-
mogeneous stimulus, and Rpop-out was the response to a given pop-out
stimulus,theresponsetowhichdifferedmostfrom(i.e.,mostsuppressed
or enhanced relative to) Rhomogeneous. We used this (unsigned) magni-
tude of difference rather than either suppression or enhancement alone
as the criterion, because the responses to the pop-out stimuli were sup-
pressed in some cases and enhanced in others relative to the homoge-
neous stimulus with the same center. Note that either relative enhance-
ment or suppression can potentially help distinguish between the two
typesofstimuli.Similarly,wecalculatedthecorrespondingconjunction-
target stimulus selectivity index (CSI) as (Rhomogeneous  Rconjunction-
target)/Rhomogeneous,whereRconjunction-targetwastheresponseofthecellto
a given conjunction-target stimulus (with the same center bar) the re-
sponse to which deviated most (i.e., most suppressed or enhanced) rela-
tivetoRhomogeneous.Foreachcell,wecalculatedthePSIandCSIvaluesfor
eachofthefourcenterbars,indicatedinthesubscriptoftheindexbythe
appropriate center bar designation (e.g., PSIpref and PSInull denote PSI
values calculated for the preferred and null center bars, respectively).
The pop-out preference index (PPI) for a given center directly com-
paredtheresponseofacelltoitsmosteffectivepop-outstimuluswithits
response to its most effective conjunction-target stimulus with the same
center bar. The PPI for the preferred bar in the center was defined by
PPIpref  (POpref  CTpref)/(POpref  CTpref), where POpref and CTpref
are the responses of the cell to its most effective pop-out and
conjunction-target stimuli, respectively, with the preferred bar in the
center. The PPI values with the other three center bar types were also
calculated in a similar manner.
The response variation index (RVI) measured the modulation (i.e.,
variation) of given responses of a cell across a given subset of pop-out
stimuli or conjunction-target stimuli with a given center bar. RVIpref,po
measured the modulation of the responses of the cell across the five
pop-outstimuliwiththepreferredcenterbar(stimuliA3-A7).Tocalcu-
late RVIpref,po, we fist calculated the conventional F ratio (Snedecor and
Cochran,1989)oftheresponsesofthecellacrossthefivestimuli,defined
as F  MSbetween/MSwithin, where MSbetween was the stimulus-to-
stimulus variance, and MSwithin was the average trial-to-trial variance.
RVIpref,po was defined as the F ratio calculated from the actual data di-
vided by the average F ratio calculated from 10
6 rounds of randomiza-
tion. RVIpref,ct similarly measured the response modulation across the
twoconjunction-targetstimuliwiththepreferredcenterbar(i.e.,stimuli
A1 and A2). RVIpo and RVIct values for the other three center bars were
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tistical power than the corresponding RVIct (df  4 for RVIpo vs df  1
for RVIct). The response modulation comparison test was essentially a
randomized version of a two-way ANOVA with stimulus type (i.e., pop-
out vs conjunction-target) and stimuli (i.e., of either type) as the two
factors, used for determining whether the patterns of response signifi-
cantly varied between pop-out and conjunction-target stimuli with a
given center bar (Manly, 1991; p. 69). To pass this test for a given center
stimulus, a cell had to have p  0.05 for the stimulus type factor, the
interaction factor, or both.
The average surround modulation index (ASM) was calculated for
each cell as

i1
n
[(	Si  Ci	/Ci)]/n,
where Si and Ci are, respectively, the responses of the cell to the ith
center-surround stimulus and the corresponding center alone stimulus.
Wecalculatedtheabsolute,andnotthesigned,differencebetweenSiandCi
because most cells in our sample were suppressed by some center-
surround stimuli and enhanced by others.
The response modulation index (RMI) was
calculated in the same manner as the RVIs
above,exceptthattheresponsemodulationwas
measuredacrossall32center-surroundstimuli,
instead of just the pop-out or conjunction-
target stimuli with a given center bar.
Population analyses. To analyze patterns of
response correlation across the population, we
used hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) (for
review, see Kachigan, 1991). We used HCA (S-
Plus routine agnes) to derive a graphical binary
tree, or “dendrogram”, of the stimulus set, so
that stimuli that elicited similar responses
across the V1 cells population were clustered
closer together on nearby branches, and those
which elicited disparate responses were sepa-
rated on distant branches.
We also analyzed the population response
data using metric multidimensional scaling (S-
Plus routine cmdscale), which plots the data so
that the distances between the data points, in
ourcasethestimuli,representsthesimilarityof
theresponsesofV1cellstothestimuli(Kruskal
and Wish, 1978).
To construct the population average peris-
timulustimehistograms(PSTHs),10msecbins
spanning the 1400 msec interval around the
stimulus presentation (with the stimulus onset
and offset at 0 and 1000 msec, respectively)
were used. For each cell, a PSTH was con-
structed separately for each of the 36 stimuli
using these bins. The 36 PSTHs for each cell
were then normalized, so that the bin during
which the firing rate of the cell was maximal
(for any stimulus/stimuli) had a value of 1.0.
The normalized PSTHs were averaged for
each stimulus individually across all cells.
Human psychophysics
Humanpsychophysicalexperimentswereiden-
tical to the neurophysiological experiments ex-
ceptasnoted.Allstimuliweredisplayedona19
inch Sony Multiscan E500 monitor (but using
thesamescreensettings).Theluminanceofthe
stimuli were adjusted to be the same as that
used in the physiological experiments using a
PhotoResearch PR650 Photometer. The color
andorientationvaluesusedforconstructingthe
psychophysical stimuli were either the same as
those actually used for selected V1 cells or a random combination of
valuesfromtherepertoireusedforallcells.Notallparametervalueswere
tested for all subjects, and only a representative subset of stimuli were
tested for some subjects.
Trials were performed as previously described (Hegde ´ and Felleman,
1999) with minor modifications. Briefly, the subjects were instructed to
searchthestimulusforasingleuniquebar(“theoddmanout”)andpress
a designated key when the search target was found. Stimuli were pre-
sented one per trial. Forty percent of the trials contained a pop-out
stimulus,another40%containedaconjunction-targetstimulus,andthe
remaining 20% of the trials contained no target (catch trials). Subjects
indicated the lack of target using a different key. No feedback was pro-
vided in any of the trials, and the “incorrect” trials were not repeated.
Each subject performed at 95% across trials (data not shown).
Reaction time was measured for each stimulus type over four, five, or
seven different bar array sizes, depending on the experiment. Each subject
performed several practice trials, the data from which were discarded.
The “stimulus-background contrast experiment” was identical to
mainpsychophysicalexperiment,exceptthatstimulus-backgroundcon-
trast varied systematically from one condition to the next, whereas the
Figure2. Reactiontimesforselectedstimuli.Eachofthe28stimuliwithnon-homogeneoussurroundswastestedinavisual
searchexperimentinwhichhumansubjectssearchedforasingletargetamongvaryingnumbersofdistractors(seeMaterialsand
Methodsfordetails).Inthisfigure,averagereactiontimes(
within-groupSEM)foreightselectedstimuli(A1-A8)areshownas
afunctionofthenumberofdistractorsforeachstimulusforanindividualsubject(A)orforallsubjects(B).Forthedatashown,the
colorandtheorientationvaluesusedwerethesameasthosefortheexemplarcellshowninFigure4A;thenumberofdistractors
usedforthatcellisdenotedbythearrow.Similarresultswereobtainedforeachofthemanyothercombinationsofcolorand
orientationvaluestested(datanotshown).
Figure 3. Effect of stimulus-background contrast on visual search. Representative pop-out and conjunction-target stimuli
wereretestedatsystematicallyvaryingstimulus-backgroundcontrasts(icons;seeMaterialsandMethodsfordetails).Theresult-
ingaveragereactiontimes(
within-groupSEM)areshownforeachcontrastlevelasafunctionofthenumberofdistractorsin
thegivenstimulusforanindividualsubject(A)orforallsubjects(B).Forthedatashown,thecolorandtheorientationvaluesused
were the same as those in the exemplar cell shown in Figure 11A; the arrow denotes the number of distractors in the stimuli
usedforthatcell.Similarresultswereobtainedforeachofthemanyothercombinationsofcolorandorientationvaluestested
(datanotshown).
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the “non-equiluminant” conditions, the lumi-
nance of the background was 33, 67, 133, or
167% of that of the bars, corresponding to a
Weber contrast of 33, 67, 33, or 67%,
respectively, between the stimuli and the back-
ground. In the “equiluminant” condition, the
stimulus-background had a Weber contrast of
0%, as in the main experiment.
Analyses of reaction times. The reaction time
for each stimulus was averaged across 40 repe-
titions presented over four sessions. We mea-
sured the dependence of reaction time t on the
number of distractors n using either the Spear-
man’s correlation coefficient or the monotonic
increment index (MII). To calculate MII, we
first calculated MIIraw from the actual data, de-
finedasMIIrawt/n,wheretwasincre-
ment in reaction time in milliseconds when the
numberofdistractorsincreasedbyn.Wethen
recalculated this index using data points from
individual repetitions of given stimulus with a
given number of distractors and calculated the
root mean squared deviation between MIIraw
from the actual data and the randomized data.
We calculated the average of these differences,
MIIRMS, from 10
6 rounds of randomization.
MII was defined as MIIraw/MIIRMS, and its sta-
tistical significance was determined as de-
scribed for the neurophysiological indices
above. Note that MII explicitly takes trial-to-
trial variations, including those caused by
chance and/or practice effects, into account.
Results
Psychophysicaltestingof
center-surround stimuli
The stimulus set included a representative
collection of putative pop-out and con-
junction-target stimuli (Fig. 1). To verify
that these stimuli were able to produce the expected perceptual
effects under our experimental conditions, we tested them in a
visual search experiment using human subjects under experi-
mentalconditionssimilartothoseusedintheneurophysiological
studies (see Materials and Methods). Figure 2A illustrates the
reaction times of an individual subject to eight pop-out and
conjunction-targetstimuliwiththesamecenterbar,allpresented
at equiluminance. As expected from previous studies (Treisman,
1980,1988;Wolfe,1994),thereactiontimesfortheconjunction-
target stimuli (A1 and A2) increased monotonically with the
number of distractors (Spearman’s correlation coefficient rs 
0.92; p  0.05). The MII (see Materials and Methods) value for
these stimuli collectively was 56.1, indicating that the reaction
time increased at an average rate of 56 msec per distractor,
when random variations in reaction time were accounted for.
TheMIIvaluewasstatisticallysignificant( p0.05)ineachcase.
By contrast, the reaction time for pop-out stimuli (stimuli A3-
A7)remainedshortandstatisticallyunchangedasthenumberof
distractors increased (rs  0.06, MII  0.004; p  0.05 in both
cases). The results were similar for each of the other five subjects
individually, and for the average response of all six subjects (Fig.
2B) (three-way ANOVA, subjects  search type  number of
distractors, p  0.05 for subjects). Similar results were also
obtained with the other three types of center bar (bar types B,
C, and D), and many different combinations of bar color and
orientation (data not shown). These results confirm that our
pop-out and conjunction-target stimuli were able to elicit the
expected perceptual effects. They also demonstrate that the
pop-out and conjunction-target effects persist for color and/or
orientation at equiluminance (Luschow and Nothdurft, 1993).
Effects of stimulus-background contrast on visual search
As noted earlier, the neurophysiological experiments were per-
formed under both the equiluminant and non-equiluminant
conditions. To compare the reaction times elicited by pop-out
and conjunction-target stimuli under the two types of condi-
tions,weconductedastimulus-backgroundcontrastexperiment,
in which we systematically varied the stimulus-background con-
trast while maintaining all stimulus elements at equiluminance
(see Materials and Methods for details). Figure 3A shows the
reaction times of a naive subject to a representative pop-out and
conjunction-target stimulus each at five different stimulus-
background contrasts. The reaction times to the pop-out stimu-
lus (thin lines) were statistically indistinguishable across various
contrasts (two-way ANOVA, luminance  number of distrac-
tors, p  0.05 for both factors and interaction), indicating that
pop-out was not significantly affected by variations in stimulus-
background contrast. On the other hand, for the conjunction-
target stimuli (thick lines), the reaction times increased signifi-
cantly faster for the equiluminant condition than for any of the
non-equiluminant conditions (Tukey’s HSD test; p  0.05), al-
thoughthenon-equiluminantconditionswereindistinguishable
among themselves (two-way ANOVA, conditions  number of
Figure4. ResponsesofexemplarV1cellstothestimulusset.AandBshowthenetresponsesoftwoindividualV1cellstoeach
ofthestimuliaveragedacrossrepetitions.ErrorbarsindicateSEM.Negativefiringratesrepresentsuppressionofresponsesbelow
backgroundlevels.Forclarity,thebarplotsarefilleddifferentlyaccordingtothestimulussubclassesdefinedinFigure1.
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fortheeachoftwoothernaivesubjects(datanotshown),andfor
allfoursubjectsinthestudytogether(Fig.3B),butnotfortheone
non-naive subject in the study (J.H., one of the authors), for
whom the reaction times for the equiluminant condition were
indistinguishable from those for the non-equiluminant condi-
tions (Tukey’s HSD test; p  0.05; data not shown). Together,
theseresultsindicatethatthepsychophysicaldistinctionbetween
thepop-outandconjunction-targetstimuliwereatleastasprom-
inent, often more prominent, at equiluminance as at non-
equiluminance. Thus, neurophysiological differences between
the two sets of stimuli, if any, can be expected to be most evident
under equiluminant conditions.
Neuronalresponsestocenter-surround stimuli
We studied the responses of 85 cells from area V1 of two alert,
fixatingmacaquestoeachofthe36stimulipresentedunderequi-
luminant conditions (see Materials and Methods). Figure 4
showstheresponsesoftwoV1cellstothestimuli.Thecellshown
in Figure 4A was selective for both color and orientation of the
centerbar(compareA9vsB9vsC9vsD9;Tukey’sHSDtest;p
0.05).Foreachofthefourcenterbars(rows),theresponsesofthe
cell to the center-surround stimuli were mostly (but not always)
suppressed relative to the corresponding center-alone stimulus,
regardless of whether the center-surround stimuli were
conjunction-target (asterisks) or pop-out type. The modulation
of responses among the center-surround stimuli was significant
for stimuli with each of the four center bars (one-way ANOVAs;
p  0.05 in each case).
There are many computationally meaningful ways of assess-
ing the selectivity this cell for pop-out stimuli. As indicated ear-
lier, many previous studies have compared the responses to a
given pop-out stimulus with the responses to the corresponding
homogeneous stimulus (Knierim and Van Essen, 1992; Lamme,
1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Nothdurft et al., 1999, 2000). We per-
formed similar analyses, with corrections for multiple compari-
sonswhereappropriate,whichtookintoaccountthefactthatour
stimulus set contained many more pop-out stimuli than homo-
geneousstimuli(seeMaterialsandMethods).Foreachofthefour
centerbars,theresponseofthecelltothehomogeneousstimulus
was statistically distinguishable from at least one pop-out stimu-
lus with the same center bar (e.g., A8 vs A7; D8 vs D6, etc.;
Tukey’s HSD test; p  0.05). Furthermore, the most effective
stimulus of the cell with the null center bar was a pop-out stim-
ulus (D6), as was the stimulus that elicited the largest surround
suppression (C3). Thus, when the comparison is limited to pop-
out and homogeneous stimuli, and conjunction target stimuli
were excluded from the analysis, this cell was selective for one or
more pop-out stimuli by many potentially meaningful criteria.
Note,however,thatnoneoftheseanalysesdistinguishesbetween
selectivity for the pop-out per se and a mere selectivity for the
existence of center-surround feature discontinuities in pop-out
stimuli, absent from homogeneous stimuli.
A very different picture of the selectivity of the cell emerges
when the responses to the conjunction-target stimuli are taken
into account. In general, the cell responded similarly to many
pop-out and conjunction-target stimuli, so that if the responses
to the pop-out stimuli were excluded from the analysis, the cell
could be judged to be selective for conjunction-target stimuli by
many of the same criteria as those used to infer pop-out selectiv-
ity above. For instance, for every pop-out stimulus that elicited a
response distinct from the response to the corresponding homo-
geneous stimulus (e.g., stimuli A7 vs A8, D6 vs D8), there was a
conjunction-target stimulus that elicited a similar response (A1
and D1, respectively; Tukey’s HSD test; p  0.05). Nonetheless,
theresponseofthecelltoeachoftheseconjunction-targetstimuli
was distinguishable from the corresponding homogeneous stim-
uli (Tukey’s HSD test; p  0.05). The fact that the cell responded
similarly to two stimuli that both contained center-surround
discontinuities but differed in terms of the nature of the dis-
continuities indicates that the responses of the cell likely
reflected only a selectivity for the existence of the center-
surround discontinuities.
The cell in Figure 4B illustrates some additional complexities
ofcenter-surroundresponsesinV1andthemethodologicalchal-
lengestheyposefortheanalysesofpop-outselectivity.Likemany
cells in our sample, the responses of this cell were enhanced by
some center-surround stimuli and suppressed by others, so that
the cell was selective for either pop-out stimuli or conjunction-
target stimuli depending on whether surround enhancement or
surround suppression was the criterion used. For instance, a
conjunction-target stimulus (A1) elicited the largest surround
enhancement, whereas a pop-out stimulus (A4) elicited the larg-
est surround suppression with the same center (A9). When only
the magnitude of surround modulation was considered and the
signofthemodulationwasdisregarded,thepop-outstimulusA4
elicited the largest surround modulation. However, the response
modulation by the conjunction-target stimulus A1 had the larg-
est magnitude when measured against the homogeneous stimu-
lus, A8 (instead of the center-alone stimulus A9). Note that the
same set of comparisons result in different conclusions for stim-
uli with the other three center bars (centers B-D). Thus, whether
Figure5. Populationaverageresponse.Theresponseofeachneuronwasnormalizedtoa
maximumof1.0andaveragedacrossallcells,sothateachbarrepresentsthemeanpopulation
response(
cell-to-cellSEM)tothecorrespondingstimulus.Forclarity,thebarplotsarefilled
differentlyaccordingtothestimulussubclasses.
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pop-out-selective or conjunction-target-
selective depended on the criterion used.
Figure 5 shows the average response of
all 85 V1 cells to each stimulus. Note that
V1 cells on average were surround-
suppressed with the preferred bar in the
center (top row), although with weaker
bars in the center (rows 2–4), the sur-
round modulation was generally, albeit
modestly, facilitative, consistent with earlier
results (Polat et al., 1998; Somers et al.,
1998). Nevertheless, the population re-
sponsetopop-outversusconjunction-target
stimuli was indistinguishable for each of the
four center bars (pairwise ttests; p0.05 in
all cases). Although this analysis does not
rule out the possibility that V1 contains a
subpopulation of pop-out-selective cells,
this scenario is unlikely, since the cell-to-cell
variations (Fig. 5, error bars) were no larger
for pop-out stimuli than for other stimuli
(one way ANOVA across center-surround
stimuli; p0.05).
Distinguishing pop-out selectivity from
selectivity for center-surround
feature discontinuities
Asindicatedabove,pop-out-selectivecells
must,ataminimum,beabletodistinguish
pop-out stimuli from both homogeneous
stimuliandconjunction-targetstimuli.To
determine the extent to which V1 cells can
do this, we compared the response of each
celltoagivenhomogeneousstimulusboth
with its response to a selected pop-out
stimulusandwithitsresponsetoaselected
conjunction-target stimulus. To measure
the selectivity of V1 cells to pop-out stim-
uli relative to homogeneous stimuli, we
calculated a PSI for each of the four center
bars for each cell (see Materials and Meth-
ods for details). The distribution of PSI
values with the preferred bar in the center,
PSIpref,isshowninthex-axishistogramof
Figure 6. For about six-tenths of the cells
(50 of 85, 59%) the PSI values were negative, indicating that for
these cells a pop-out stimulus elicited a larger response than the
corresponding homogeneous stimulus did. For the remaining
four-tenths of the cells (41%), the response to the pop-out stim-
ulus was lower than the response to the homogeneous stimulus
(i.e.,positivePSIvalues).Thedifferencebetweentheresponsesto
pop-out versus homogeneous stimuli was statistically significant
for approximately one-third of the cells (28 of 85, 33%; Tukey’s
HSD test; p  0.05; filled bars), indicating that these cells were
selective for pop-out or, alternatively, for the existence of the
center-surround discontinuities. About two-thirds of the cells
(59 of 85, 69%) were selective for a pop-out stimulus by this
criterionforatleastoneofthefourcenterbars(datanotshown).
WesimilarlycalculatedaCSI(seeMaterialsandMethods)for
each center bar, which measured the selectivity of the cell for a
conjunction-target stimulus relative to the homogeneous stimu-
luswiththesamecenterbar.TheCSIvalueswerestatisticallysignif-
icant for 44% of the cells (37 of 85; Tukey’s HSD test, p  0.05;
filled bars in the y-axis histogram), indicating that these cells were
abletodistinguishbetweenconjunction-targetversushomogeneous
stimuli.
The PSIpref and CSIpref values were moderately, but signifi-
cantly, correlated with each other (r  0.48; df  84; p  0.05),
indicating that V1 cells tended to respond similarly to the given
pop-outandconjunction-targetstimuli.Onlyabouttwo-fifthsof
the cells (18 of 85; 21%) were able to distinguish the homoge-
neous stimulus from both the corresponding pop-out and
conjunction-target stimuli (Fig. 6, triangles in the scatterplot),
butonlytwoofthese18cellswerealsoabletodistinguishbetween
the corresponding conjunction-target and pop-out stimuli
(Tukey’s HSD test; p  0.05), indicating that these cells were
genuinelyselectiveforthepop-outstimuli(colorandorientation
pop-out in each case; data not shown) with the preferred bar at
center. Note that if pop-out selectivity were defined based solely
on the basis of pop-out versus homogeneous stimulus compari-
Figure 6. Comparison of responses to pop-out versus conjunction-target stimuli. The selectivity of each cell for pop-out or
conjunction-target stimuli with the preferred bar in the center was measured using the selectivity indices PSIpref and CSIpref,
respectively,asdescribedinMaterialsandMethods.Inthescatterplot,thePSIvalue(x-axis)ofeachcellisplottedagainstitsCSI
value( y-axis)accordingtowhetherthevalueofeitherindexwasstatisticallysignificant(seeinset).Outlierswithindexvalues1
werenormalizedto1.Thehistogramoneitheraxisshowsthedistributionofthecorrespondingindexvalues.Thefilledandopen
bars denote the cells for which the value of the corresponding index was statistically significant ( p  0.05) or insignificant,
respectively.Thefilledandopenarrowsdenotethecorrespondingsamplemeans,calculatedbeforetheoutlierswerenormalized.
Note that negative values of PSIpref and CSIpref represent a preference for, and not response suppression by, pop-out and
conjunction-searchstimulirespectively,relativetothehomogeneousstimuli.Inthisandsubsequentfigures,thecellsshownin
Figure4,AandB,aredenotedbythecorrespondingletters.
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tively by squares and triangles in the scatter plot, corresponding
to the filled bars in the x-axis histogram) would be designated as
pop-out-selective.
We obtained qualitatively similar results when we repeated
the above analyses using only the responses that were either sup-
pressedorenhancedrelativetotheresponsetothehomogeneous
stimulus, although the selectivity for the various stimulus types,
as expected, was generally more modest (data not shown). The
results were also similar when we directly compared the re-
sponses of the cell to its most effective pop-out stimulus with its
response to its most effective conjunction-target stimulus with
the same center using the PPI (see Materials and Methods). The
distribution of the PPI values for the 85 cells in this experiment
will be presented later in a different context (see Fig. 12A).
Preferred center-surround stimuli of V1 cells
To determine the relative preponderance of selectivities for vari-
oustypesofstimuliinV1,weclassifiedthecellsaccordingtotheir
most effective center-surround stimulus with a given center bar.
The distribution of the 85 cells that preferred each of the eight
center-surround stimuli with the preferred bar in the center
(stimuliA1-A8)areshowninFigure7A.Theproportionsofcells
whichpreferreddifferentstimuliwasindistinguishablefromran-
dom (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for Goodness of Fit; p  0.05),
indicating that none of the eight stimuli
was disproportionately effective for V1
cells. Although pop-out stimuli were the
most effective subclass of stimuli, eliciting
preferredresponsesfromabouttwo-thirds
of the cells (58 of 85; 68%), this was statis-
tically indistinguishable from that ex-
pected from the fact that five of the eight
stimuli (62.5%) were pop-out stimuli (bi-
nomial proportions test; p  0.05). The
proportion of cells that preferred a stimu-
lus from the other two subclasses of stim-
uli, the conjunction-target or homoge-
neous stimuli, were also similarly
indistinguishable from random (20 and
9% cells, respectively; binomial propor-
tions test, p  0.05). Across all eight stim-
uli, the response to the given preferred
stimulus was significantly larger than the
responses to the most effective stimuli
from the other two subclasses for only a
small minority of cells, with correction for
multiplecomparisoneffects(Tukey’sHSD
test; p  0.05; hatched bars) or without (t
test; p  0.05; gray bars). Importantly, the
proportion of cells with p  0.05 by either
method was indistinguishable from that
expected from chance at 5% significance
level (i.e., probability of type I error  
0.05). Similar results were obtained for
stimuliwiththeotherthreetypesofcenter
bars (Fig. 7B–D). Together, these results
indicatethatV1cellsshownopronounced
preference for any particular type of
center-surround stimuli, including pop-
out stimuli. Furthermore, the fact that few
cells unambiguously prefer any given type
of center-surround stimulus over others is
consistent with a distributed, rather than
local (i.e., explicit) coding of center-surround discontinuities.
Response modulation across pop-out versus
conjunction-target stimuli
Given that individual V1 cells are unlikely to explicitly represent
pop-out, we studied the extent to which the response profiles of
V1 cells convey information about center-surround stimuli in
general. To do this, we compared the response variation across
pop-out stimuli versus across conjunction-search stimuli using
the RVIs based on the conventional F ratio (see Materials and
Methods). The x-axis histogram in Figure 8 shows the distribu-
tion of RVIpref,po values, which measured the response modula-
tion of V1 cells across the five pop-out stimuli with the preferred
center (stimuli A3-A7). The average RVIpref,po value was 1.78,
indicating that the average response modulation across the five
pop-out stimuli was 1.78-fold larger than that expected from
chance. However, the response modulation was statistically sig-
nificant for only a small number of cells (10 of 85, 12%; filled
bars). The response modulation across the conjunction-search
stimuli with the same center bar (stimuli A1 and A2), as mea-
suredbyRVIpref,ctwasalsosignificantforonlyafewcells(9of85,
11%; filled bars in the y-axis histogram). The response modula-
tion was significant for both sets of stimuli for five cells (6%;
denoted by the overlapping filled triangles in the top righthand
Figure 7. Preferred center-surround stimuli of V1 cells. V1 cells were classified according to their most effective center-
surroundstimuluswiththegivencenterbar.A–Dshowtheresultsforeachofthefourcenterbars.Thecellsforwhichtheresponse
tothemosteffectivestimuluswiththegivencenterbarwasstatisticallydistinguishablefromtheresponsestothemosteffective
stimulifromtheothertwostimulussubclasseswithcorrectionformultiplecomparisonartifacts(two-tailedTukey’sHSDtest;p
0.05;hatchedbars)andwithout(two-tailedttest;p0.05;graybars)areindicated.Nocellshadp0.05usingtheBonferroni
correctionformultiplecomparison.SeeMaterialsandMethodsfordetails.
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two sets of stimuli significantly differed for about one-quarter of
the cells (22 of 85, 26%) of the cells, as measured by the response
modulation comparison test, equivalent to a two-way ANOVA
withstimulustypestimuliasthetwofactors(seeMaterialsand
Methods).Collectively,theseresultsindicatethatV1cellsconvey
amodestamountofinformationaboutcenter-surroundstimuli.
Hierarchicalclusteranalysisofthepopulation response
To determine whether V1 cells distinguish pop-out stimuli from
conjunction-target stimuli at the population level, we used hier-
archical cluster analysis, which groups the stimuli which elicit
similar responses from the V1 cell population closer together
than those that elicit dissimilar responses (see Materials and
Methodsfordetails).Figure9showstheresultsofthisanalysisin
a dendrogram format, where the vertical distance between any
two stimuli is a measure of how closely the population responses
they elicited were correlated. Each of the four primary clusters
containedall(andonly)thestimuliwiththesamecenterbartype,
indicating that the center bar was the most important determi-
nant of the population response and the surround stimuli only
playedamodulatoryrole.Withintheindividualclusters,theseg-
regation of the pop-out and the conjunction-target stimuli from
each other was clearest for the stimuli with the preferred bar at
center (far left branch), in that the vertical distance between the
twoconjunction-targetstimuli(stimuliA1andA2)waslessthan
half the vertical distance to the nearest pop-out stimulus (stimu-
lusA3;distancesof0.09vs0.23U;datanotshown).However,this
separation was statistically insignificant ( p  0.05) as measured
by D ratio, which measured the ratio of between-subcluster dis-
tances to within-subcluster distances in a manner similar to
ANOVA (Hegde ´ and Van Essen, 2003). Moreover, the homoge-
neous stimulus (A8) elicited responses closest to the orientation
pop-out (A5) stimulus. The separation of pop-out vs
conjunction-target stimuli was statistically insignificant ( p 
0.05) for the other three clusters as well. Similar results (data not
shown) were obtained when the population response was ana-
lyzed using multidimensional scaling (MDS) (see Materials and
Methods). Together, these results indicate that V1 cells as a pop-
ulation did not distinguish between the pop-out versus
conjunction-target stimuli.
These results could, in principle, result from a scenario where
differentsubpopulationsofV1cellsareselectiveforpop-outver-
sus conjunction-target stimuli, and these distinctions between
the subpopulations average out across the overall population.
However, both HCA and MDS failed to reveal any significant
clustering among V1 cells based on center surround responses
in general and differential responses to pop-out versus
conjunction-target stimuli in particular (data not shown). As
noted earlier, no such clustering was evident in the distributions
of any of the index values either (Figs. 6, 8). Together, these
observations indicate that the lack of pronounced pop-out selec-
tivity in the overall V1 population was not because such selectiv-
ity was confined to a small but distinct subpopulation of pop-
out-selective cells.
Timecourseofresponsestopop-outversus
conjunction-target stimuli
Because a defining psychophysical distinction between pop-out
and conjunction-target stimuli is the reaction time, we studied
whether the temporal dynamics of the corresponding neuronal
responses also have distinguishing temporal characteristics. We
performed two different analyses, one at the level of individual
cells and the other at the population level.
Figure 10, A and B, shows the time course of the responses of
theexemplarcellillustratedinFigure4Atotheninestimuliwith
thepreferredbaratcenter.Theresponsetimecoursesofthemost
effective conjunction-target versus pop-out stimuli (stimuli A1
and A7 respectively) (Fig. 4A) were statistically distinguishable
(two-tailed tailed Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for goodness of fit;
p  0.05) for this cell. The same was true, for at least one of the
four center bars, for 23 (27%) of the 85 cells (data not shown).
However, for all but two (2%) of the cells, the surround modu-
lation (i.e., suppression or enhancement relative to the corre-
sponding center bar alone) was evident in earlier bins for the
conjunction-target stimulus than for the pop-out stimulus, con-
trary to what would be expected if the shorter reaction times for
pop-out were correlated with shorter latencies for surround
modulation.
The results were qualitatively similar when we repeated these
analyses at the population level. Figure 10C shows the average
time course of the V1 cell responses to the nine stimuli with the
preferredbarinthecenterduring20to200msec,spanningthe
interval during which the responses were most distinctive from
eachother.Whereastheresponsestothecentersurroundstimuli
as a group were distinguishable from the responses to the center
aloneduringeachbinwithinthe40–150interval(binwisettests;
p  0.05 in all cases), the responses to the center-surround stim-
uli among themselves were not (binwise one-way ANOVAs; p 
0.05 in all cases). Furthermore, the time courses of responses to
themosteffectiveconjunction-targetandpop-outstimuliforthe
V1 cell population (stimuli A2 and A7, respectively) (Fig. 5) were
statisticallyindistinguishablefromeachotherduringanybinwithin
Figure 8. Response modulation across pop-out stimuli versus conjunction-target stimuli.
Foreachcell,theresponsevariationacrossallfivepop-outstimuliwiththepreferredcenterbar
wascalculatedusingaresponsevariationindex(RVIpref,po)asdescribedinMaterialsandMeth-
ods.Thecorrespondingindexfortheconjunction-targetstimuli,RVIpref,ct,wassimilarlycalcu-
lated. The two indices are plotted against each other here using the same conventions as in
Figure 6. The averages for the filled bars in the x- and the y-axis histograms were out of the
histogramrangeat8.56and13.84,respectively(datanotshown).
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testforgoodnessoffit;p0.05;datanotshown).Withthenullbar
inthecenter(Fig.10D),theresultsweresimilar,exceptthatboththe
response onset and the modulatory effects were less pronounced in
magnitude and had a slightly longer latency, although the time
course of responses to the various stimuli were statistically indistin-
guishable from each other (binwise one-way ANOVAs, p0.05 in
allcases).Similarresultswereobtainedforstimuliwiththeothertwo
remaining center bar types (data not shown). Together, the above
results indicate that the differences in the psychophysical reaction
timesforpop-outversusconjunction-targetstimuliarenotreflected
in the temporal dynamics of the V1 center-surround responses.
Controls
The degree of surround modulation
Inprinciple,thelackofpronouncedselectivityforpop-outstim-
ulicouldarisefromalackofsurroundmodulation,suchthatthe
surround stimuli were too ineffectual to elicit distinct responses
to pop-out stimuli. To address this issue,
wemeasuredtheaveragesurroundmodu-
lation of all V1 cells using the ASM. The
average ASM value of V1 cells was 0.24
(excluding outliers with ASM 1.0 [n 
82];averageASMforall85cells,1.73;data
notshown),indicatingthattheresponseof
V1cellstocenter-surroundstimuliwason
average about one-quarter larger or
smaller (depending on the stimulus) than
the corresponding center stimulus alone.
Importantly, the ASM values of the cells
were not correlated with their pop-out se-
lectivity as measured by the PPI (r  0.04;
datanotshown),indicatingthatthelackof
pop-out selectivity was not a result of lack
of surround modulation.
Response modulation across all
center-surround stimuli
To ascertain that the responses of V1 cells
in our sample were modulated across
the various center-surround stimuli, we
calculated the RMI for each cell, which
measured the non-random variation in
the responses of the cell across all 32
center-surround stimuli (see Materials
and Methods). The average response
modulation was 1.34, indicating that the
response of V1 cells was modulated on
average 1.34-fold above chance levels. The response modulation
wasstatisticallysignificant( p0.05)forapproximatelyone-half
of the cells (46 of 85, 54%; data not shown).
We also tested whether the lack of observed selectivity for the
pop-outstimuliwasattributabletohighlevelsofnoise(i.e.,trial-
to-trial variation) in the data. We found that the noise levels in
our data were comparable to, and frequently lower than, those
reported for V1 cells by many previous studies (Dean, 1981; Vo-
gels and Orban, 1991; Gur et al., 1997; data not shown). More-
over, the noise levels were indistinguishable between the re-
sponsestopop-outversusconjunction-targetstimuli(two-tailed
t test; p  0.05; data not shown), indicating that the lack of
pronounced selectivity for pop-out stimuli was not attributable
tolargernoiselevelsinthepop-outresponses.Moreimportantly,
this means that the lack of pop-out selectivity is unlikely to have
been a consequence of lack of statistical power in our dataset,
because increasing the power, i.e., sampling the neuronal re-
Figure9. Analysisofpopulationresponsepatterns.Hierarchicalclusteranalysiswasusedtoarrangethestimuliinadendrogramsothattheverticaldistancebetweenanytwo(setsof)stimuli
isameasureofthesimilarityofresponsestheyelicitfromtheV1cellpopulation.SeeMaterialsandMethodsfordetails.
Figure 10. The time course of surround modulation. A, B, Response PSTHs of the exemplar cell illustrated in Figure 4A for
selectedstimuli(inset).C,D,ThenormalizedpopulationaveragePSTHs.Inallcases,thestimulusonsetandoffsetwereat0and
1000msec,respectively.B–Dshow0–200msecintervalofthisperiod(asillustratedfortheexemplarcellbythedoublearrows
between A and B), during which the distinction among the PSTHs was most prominent for both the exemplar cell and for the
population.Usinglargertimewindowsdidnotqualitativelyaltertheresults.SeeMaterialsandMethodsfordetails.
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tions, is likely to improve the observed
overall selectivity of V1 cells to both pop-
out and conjunction-target stimuli.
Effects of stimulus-background contrast on
surround modulation
Thus far, we have described neuronal re-
sponses to center-surround stimuli pre-
sented against an equiluminant back-
ground. As described earlier (Fig. 3), the
psychophysical distinction between the
pop-out and the conjunction-target stim-
uli is usually more prominent when the
stimuli are presented against an equilumi-
nant background than when presented
against a higher-contrast background.
Thus, if the activity of a given V1 cell re-
flected a genuine selectivity for pop-out
stimuli, this selectivity may be expected to
diminish under conditions that diminish
the perceptual distinction between the
pop-out and the conjunction-target
stimuli.
To explore this possibility, we per-
formed a second experiment, the contrast
effect experiment (see Materials and
Methods), in which we recorded the re-
sponses of an additional 21 V1 cells to 18
selected stimuli (Fig. 1, rows A and B, stimuli A1-A9 and B1-B9)
presented at two stimulus-background contrasts: 0% (or equilu-
minant condition, as in the main experiment) or 33% contrast
(higher contrast condition). The 21 cells we studied during this
experiment were indistinguishable from the 85 cells in the main
experiment in terms their average firing rate during the equilu-
minant conditions and average surround-modulation as mea-
sured by the ASM index (t tests, p  0.05 in each case; data not
shown), indicating that two sets of cells sampled the same parent
population.
Figure11A–CshowstheresponsesofthreeindividualV1cells
to each of the 18 stimuli in the equiluminant and high contrast
conditions (open and filled bars, respectively). For each cell, the
responses were significantly modulated across the center-
surround stimuli with either center bar under either contrast
condition (one-way ANOVAs; p  0.05 in all cases). Relative to
theresponsesintheequiluminantcondition,theresponsesinthe
higher contrast condition were generally enhanced for the cell in
A, generally suppressed for the cell in B, and enhanced for some
stimuli and suppressed for other stimuli for the cell in C. How-
ever, none of the three cells was selective for pop-out stimuli by
anyofthecriteriaoutlinedaboveforthemainexperiment.Across
all 21 cells (D), the responses to stimuli under equiluminant
versus higher contrast conditions were statistically indistin-
guishable (two-way ANOVA, conditions  stimuli, using
non-normalized data, not shown; p  0.05 for condition and
interaction factors), although the responses were modulated
significantly across the stimuli under both conditions ( p  0.05
forthestimulusfactor),indicatingthattheneuronalresponsesin
generaldidnotreflectthepsychophysicaldistinctionbetweenthe
two conditions. These results also indicate that thelack of unam-
biguous pop-out selectivity in the main experiment was not an
artifact of low stimulus-background contrast.
To compare the selectivity of a given cell for pop-out stimuli
under the equiluminant (eq) versus higher contrast (hc) condi-
tions, we calculated a PPI for either condition with the preferred
baratcenter(PPIpref,eqandPPIpref,hc,respectively).ThePPIpref,eq
values of these 21 cells were indistinguishable from the corre-
sponding PPIpref,eq values for the 85 cells in the main experiment
calculated in an identical manner (t test; p  0.05) (Fig. 12A),
indicating that observed pop-out selectivity in the two experi-
ments was similar under equiluminant conditions. For the 21
cells in the contrast effect experiment, PPIpref,eq and PPIpref,hc
values were poorly correlated with each other (Fig. 12B) (corre-
lation coefficient r  0.12; p  0.05), and were statistically
indistinguishable from each other (paired t test; p  0.05), indi-
catingthattheselectivityofindividualneuronsforpop-outstim-
ulididnotvarywiththestimulus-backgroundcontrast,contrary
towhatwouldbeexpectediftheresponsesofthesecellsreflected
a genuine selectivity for the pop-out stimuli or the pop-out
percept.
Discussion
SelectivityofV1cellstopop-outand
conjunction-target stimuli
We have found that V1 cells typically respond similarly to pop-
out and conjunction-target stimuli. The responses to the two
typesofstimuliwerewidelyindistinguishablefromeachotherby
any of the many response measures. The inability of V1 cells to
robustly distinguish between the two types of stimuli is not at-
tributable to a lack of responsiveness to center-surround stimuli
or to a lack of surround modulation itself. Our results indicate
that center-surround responses in V1 do not provide a strong,
explicit representation of pop-out in particular, or of figure–
ground segregation in general.
Ontheotherhand,theresponsesofV1cellsweresubstantially
modulated among center-surround stimuli, indicating that in-
formation about many types of center-surround is represented
collectively across the V1 cell population. Furthermore, the pro-
Figure11. Effectsofstimulus-backgroundcontrastoncenter-surroundresponsesinV1.StimuliA1-A9andB1-B9werepre-
sentedagainstequiluminantorhigher-contrastbackgrounds(0or33%contrast,respectively).A–Cshowtheresponsesofthree
individual cells. D shows the normalized population average of all 21 cells in this experiment. See Materials and Methods for
details.
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stimuli were comparable, consistent with a distributed represen-
tation of many different types of feature discontinuities. Further
processing of the feature discontinuity information, presumably
inhighervisualareas,islikelyneededbeforeanexplicitrepresen-
tation of pop-out emerges.
Previousstudiesofpop-outselectivityin V1
Our results differ from previous studies of pop-out selectivity in
area V1 in many important ways. Some previous studies have
suggestedthatpop-out-selectivecellsinV1representneuralcor-
relates of perceptual pop-out and, more generally, of figure–
ground segregation (Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996; Kastner et
al., 1997; Nothdurft et al., 1999, 2000). For the reasons outlined
above, our results suggest this is not likely to be the case (Hoch-
stein and Ahissar, 2002).
Onamoresensorylevel,alargenumberstudieshavereported
that V1 cells are selective for pop-out stimuli (Knierim and Van
Essen,1992;Lamme,1995;Zipseretal.,1996;Kastneretal.,1997;
Nothdurftetal.,1999,2000)(forreview,seeAlbrightandStoner,
2002). Our results find little evidence for this. We believe the
discrepancymaybeinlargepartattributabletothefactthatmany
of these studies assessed the selectivity for pop-out stimuli rela-
tive to the homogeneous stimuli. We show that this comparison,
taken by itself as evidence of pop-out selectivity, tends to greatly
overestimatethepreponderanceofpop-outselectivity,becauseit
does not account for the proportion of cells which are selective
for the existence of feature discontinuities in general, without
being specifically selective for pop-out. We found that most V1
cells fail to distinguish pop-out stimuli from conjunction-target
stimuli, even when they distinguish both from homogeneous
stimuli.
The above observations underscore the importance of differ-
entiating nonspecific selectivity for center-surround feature dis-
continuities from selectivity for pop-out per se. The two issues
cannot be clearly distinguished using discontinuities in single
feature (e.g., orientation only), as most of the previous studies of
pop-out selectivity have done, because in this case, feature dis-
continuity by itself results in pop-out. Two or more visual fea-
tures are needed (e.g., orientation and color), so that the figure
shares one of the features with some background elements and
otherfeature(s)withotherbackgroundelements.Thisstrategyof
separating pop-out from feature discontinuity is novel to our
study.
Anotherpossibleexplanationforthediscrepancybetweenour
results and those from many earlier studies is the fact that our
animals passively viewed the stimuli, as opposed to performing a
visual search task. However, we believe this is unlikely to have
beenacontributingfactor,forthreemainreasons.First,previous
studieshaveshownthatbehavioraltasksdonotaltertheabilityof
V1 neurons to differentiate between pop-out versus non-pop-
out stimuli (Rossi et al., 2001; Marcus and Van Essen, 2002).
Second, many studies have reported pop-out selectivity in area
V1 of passively fixating or even anesthetized animals (Lamme et
al., 1998; Nothdurft et al., 1999, 2000). Third, as we indicate
throughoutthisreport,pop-outstimuliaredistinguishablefrom
conjunction-targetstimuliatapurelysensorylevelintermsofthe
nature of the feature discontinuities between the center and the
surround. Thus, a cell selective for pop-out stimuli without re-
flecting the pop-out percept can still be expected to distinguish
between pop-out and conjunction-target stimuli at a purely sen-
sory level. Collectively, these observations indicate that center-
surround responses in V1 do not explicitly represent pop-out
stimuli at a purely sensory level either.
Recently, Rossi et al. (2001) re-examined the selectivity of V1
cells for figure–ground discontinuities of the type reported by
Lamme(1995)usingsimilarstimulusconditionsandfoundlittle
evidence of selectivity when the figure–ground border was 1
o
away from the CRF. When the figural border was closer to
or within the CRF, however, many V1 cells distinguished
orientation-defined figure–ground borders from uniform tex-
tures. Similar selectivity for feature discontinuities located near or
within the CRF has been reported many others as well (Lee et al.,
Figure 12. Preference for pop-out stimuli with equiluminant versus high contrast back-
grounds.A,Theresponsestopop-outversusconjunction-targetstimuliwiththepreferredbar
at center at equiluminance was compared for each cell using a pop-out preference index
(PPIpref,eq)asdescribedinMaterialsandMethods.ThejointdistributionofPPIpref,eqvaluesfrom
thecellsinthemainexperiment(openbars)andthecontrasteffectexperiment(filledbars)is
shown.Theopenandthefilledarrowsdenotethecorrespondingsamplemeans.B,Comparison
ofpop-outselectivityunderequiluminantversushighstimulus-backgroundcontrasts.Foreach
ofthe21cellsinthecontrasteffectexperiment,aPPIvaluewascalculatedunderequiluminant
versushighstimulus-backgroundcontrasts(PPIpref,eqandPPIpref,hc,respectively)andplotted
against each other in this plot using different symbols according to whether one or both PPI
values were statistically significant ( p  0.05) for a given cell. The exemplar cells shown in
Figure11A–Caredenotedbythecorrespondinglowercaselettersa,b,andc.Notethatineither
panel,negativePPIvaluesrepresentapreferenceforpop-outstimulioverconjunction-target
stimuli,andnotresponsesuppressionbypop-outstimuli.
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results clearly represent selectivity for feature discontinuity between
the center and the surround, it is unclear whether they necessarily
reflectaselectivityforpop-out.Inlightofourresults,unambiguous
selectivityforpop-out,nearorawayfromtheCRF,stillremainstobe
demonstrated in V1 or elsewhere in the visual cortex.
Psychophysicalstudiesof pop-out
Mechanisms of pop-out and conjunction target search have also
been addressed by many psychophysical models of visual search
(Treisman, 1985, 1988, 1999; Treisman and Gormican, 1988;
DuncanandHumphreys,1989;TreismanandSato,1990;Cohen
and Ivry, 1991; Cohen and Rafal, 1991; Wolfe, 1994, 1999). Un-
fortunately,itisdifficulttodeterminespecificimplicationsofour
resultsforanyofthesemodels(orviceversa),becausenoneofthe
models propose (or for that matter claim to propose) specific,
falsifiable hypotheses about how pop-out is represented neuro-
physiologicallyinV1orelsewhereinthevisualsystem.However,
it is worth noting that some of the models, most notably those of
Treisman (1985, 1988, 1999) and Wolfe (1994, 1999), appear to
relycriticallyonlocal(asopposedtodistributed)representations
of feature values called “feature maps”. Feature discontinuities,
such as those in a pop-out stimulus, are explicit from this map,
because “pop-out for a target defined by a single distinctive fea-
tureismediatedbytheuniqueactivityitgeneratesintherelevant
feature map” (Treisman, 1988, p. 205; Wolfe, 1994, p. 204). No
neural correlates of feature maps have been found (Treisman,
1999).Moreimportantlyforthepresentcontext,thismechanism
of pop-out appears incompatible with a distributed representa-
tion of pop-out in V1 or elsewhere. Given the computational
feasibility and neurophysiological plausibility of distributed rep-
resentation of feature-discontinuities (our results; Rossi et al.,
2001; Marcus and Van Essen, 2002), it is worth re-examining
whether explicit representations of feature discontinuities are a
prerequisite for pop-out to occur.
In conclusion, the notion that area V1 contains correlates of
pop-out or figure–ground segregation is likely too simplistic. A
more nuanced perspective may be that V1 plays an important
roleintheearlyprocessingofthefeaturediscontinuitiesasapart
of distributed network.
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